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- Adams, Ansel – Born Free and Equal: the Story of Loyal Japanese Americans – DHT 34
- Akiyama, Tadasuke – Farmer – New photo book (uncataloged)
- Alinder, Jasmine – Moving Images: Photography and the Japanese American Incarceration – DHT 12059
- Amano, Katan – Katan Doll – DHT 8414
- Anrakuji, Emi – Anrakuji – DHT 11044
- Araki, Nobuyoshi – Araki Gold – DHT 11710
- Araki, Nobuyoshi – Original Photography – Photo Portfolio under Araki
- Araki, Nobuyoshi – Self Life Death – DHT 10317
- Araki, Nobuyoshi – Subway Love – DHT 10542
- Araki, Nobuyoshi – Tokyo Lucky Hole – DHT 8488
- Araki, Nobuyoshi & Goldin, Nan – Tokyo Love – DHT 7746
- Bristol, Horace – Tokyo on a Five Day Pass; with Candid Camera – DHT 6657
- Conrat, Maisie & Richard – Executive Order 9066 – DHT 4143
- Gallagher, John – Geisha: a Unique World of Tradition, Elegance, and Art – DHT 9481
- Godoy, Tiffany – Style Deficit Disorder: Harajuku Street Fashion Tokyo – DHT 11236
- Hagstrom, Fred – Deeply Honored – New Artist Book (not cataloged)
- Herbaut, Guillaume – Urakami: Memoire de L’impact de la Bombe Atomique – New Photo Book (Uncataloged)
- Homma, Takashi – Tokyo – DHT 11601
- Homma, Takashi – Tokyo and my Daughter – DHT 11466
- Hosoe, Eikoh – Eikoh Hosoe: Meta – DHT 8831
- Hosoe, Eikoh – Kamaitachi – DHT 11144 OS
- Hosoe, Eikoh – Ordeal by Roses – Photo Portfolio under Hosoe
- Kawauchi, Rinko – Aila – DHT 10951
- Kobayashi, Nagafumi – Untitled (Japanese photos in Silk Covered book) – Scuba III 945
- Kohira, Naonori – 4 524 – Scuba III 966 OS
- Koishi, Kiyoshi – Early Summer Nerves – DHT 10703 OS
- Koishi, Kiyoshi – Satsuei Sakuga No Shingiho – New photo book (not cataloged)
• Lange, Dorothea – Impounded : Dorothea Lange and the Censored Images of Japanese American Internment – DHT 10502
• Laughton, Kim – Scandalous Metropolitan : Tokyo Street Scenes – DHT 12177
• Maeda, Shinzo – Kamikochi : the Nippon Alps – DHT 2146
• Miyoshi, Kozo – Far East and Southwest – DHT 7521
• Morimura, Yasumasa – Requiem for the XX Century Twilight of the Turbulent Gods – DHT 11333
• Moriyama, Daido – Memories of a Dog – DHT 9701
• Moriyama, Daido – Shinjuku 19xx-20xx – DHT 10468 OS
• Myers, Joan – Whispered Silences : Japanese Americans and World War II – DHT 8206
• Nagase, Sayo – Through the Looking Girl – DHT 12288
• Narahashi, Asako – Half Awake and Half Asleep in the Water – DHT 11914 OS
• Ryo, Yoshida – Articulated Doll : Anatomy of the Ball-jointed Maiden – DHT 11994
• Shibata, Toshio – Landscape – DHT 10709
• Sobol, Jacob Aue – I, Tokyo – DHT 12238 OS
• Steele-Perkins, Chris – Fuji – DHT 9218
• Steele-Perkins, Chris – Tokyo Love Hello – DHT 10837
• Stewart, Todd – Placing Memory : a Photographic Exploration of Japanese American Internment – DHT 11952
• Sugimoto, Hiroshi – Nature of Light – DHT 12546
• SuperHeadz ina Babylon – Life as a Golden Half – DHT 12017
• Tomatsu, Shomei – Skin of the Nation – DHT 9660
• Tsuzuki, Kyoichi – Tokyo Style – DHT 7717
• Usui, Kaoru – Usui Kaoru shashinshū : sengo o ikita kodomotachi – DHT 12452
• Various photographers – Inside Out : Contemporary Japanese Photography – DHT 7511
• Various photographers – Japan : a Self-Portrait, Photographs 1945-1964 – DHT 9771
• Various photographers – Japanese Photography : Desire and Void – DHT 8428
• Various photographers – Kiss in the Dark : Contemporary Japanese Photography – DHT 9214
• Various photographers – Photography and Beyond in Japan – DHT 7765
• Watanabe, Hiroshi – I See Angels Every Day – DHT 10945
• Yamahata, Yosuke – Nagasaki Journey – DHT 8116
• Yamamoto, Masao – Omizuao – DHT 9426
• Yamayoshi, Yuiko – Emmuree – DHT 8526
• Yanagi, Miwa – Fairy Tale – DHT 11221
• Yanagi, Miwa – White Casket – DHT 9509 OS
• Yato, Tamotsu – Naked Festival – DHT 3633
• Yoshinaga, Masayuki – Bosozoku – DHT 11748
• Yoshiyuki, Kohei – The Park – DHT 11560
• Yoshiyuki, Kohei – The Park – DHT 11560